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Outline

Two anecdotes

When I have to explain what we do...

Open research motivating feedback (RESGen and the P2P market App)

Open research based on “events”

Pushing data and benchmark case studies in the open

... an introduction to our group and the way we work on YouTube
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=obUHj2Qnsvg&t=13s


Anecdote 1

Ownership of our research works
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Anecdote 2

Unsuspected impact with open initiatives
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1 When I have to explain what we do...
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What we really do...
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2 Open research motivating feedback
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RESGen: Renewable Energy Scenario Generation platform

EPRI, US, sponsored us to produce open-source code to generate space-time
scenarios (for wind and solar power):

the application area is the whole US Western Interconnection!

software used to feed system studies for the US energy system

RESGen is open-source: anyone can use it for operational/planning studies, for any
test case of interest, or further develop it...
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Towards decentralized electric energy systems

Eventually, let’s exchange electric energy in a peer-to-peer framework, which may have
substantial benefits 9 / 18



The peer-to-peer electricity market app

https://p2psystems.shinyapps.io/ShinyApp_Project/
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https://p2psystems.shinyapps.io/ShinyApp_Project/


3 Open research based on events
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Organizing open energy forecasting competitions

Another approach to benchmarking and sensing the state of the art... eventually to be
brought in the classroom(!)
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In practice: impact and challenges

Let’s be frank: it is *A LOT* of work! But now:

Accepted benchmark cases are out there, with data freely available and well
documented (reproducibility, benchmarking, etc.)

Methods and approaches employed by top-ranked teams were documented, presented
at conferences and published

There is a “before” and “after” GEFCom forecasting competitions

We eventually got 600 teams worldwide to enter the GEFCom 2014 competition

It allowed for unrivalled sensing of the state of the art in the field

It led to very strong insights on novel approaches to invest in

It debunked some myths, e.g., about who would win such competition

Such initiatives may evolve in very interesting ways...
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4 Pushing data and benchmark case-studies in the open
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A personal objective

The “grand forecasting challenge”: predict renewable power generation, elastic
loads and flexibilities at once for the whole Europe...!

Innovate for a highly-renewable and market-based European energy system, e.g.,

Collaborative approach to analytics (distributed learning, data markets, etc.)
Accommodating all data streams, heterogenous information in operation and decision
processes
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How to get there?

Let us build a (very) large-scale dataset for the whole European system

Coal
Fuel Oil
Hydro
Lignite

Natural Gas
Nuclear
Unknown
Coal

Fuel Oil
Hydro
Lignite

Natural Gas
Nuclear
Unknown

Available CC-BY! (on zenodo.org) with companion paper in Nature Scientific Data
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zenodo.org


Outlook

Research (and education) is about a collaborative common e.g. knowledge, which
justifies an open approach

The right environment is there - think of Github/Zenodo, Arxiv, licences, etc.

The first step(s) may be seen as difficult (requirements from grant givers, licencing,
new ways to collaborate, etc.)... but after that it feels so natural

Be creative

The potential benefits are substantial, in terms of

impact and its strength

speed of diffusion of ideas

network development

possibility to bring research knowledge and material into education

etc.
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Thanks for your attention!
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